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The Problem of the Human Being
 




One of the most important characteristics of the social theory of Niklas Luhmann is
 
that it presents a universal theory on “the social”. In developing his social system
 
theory,he approached “the social”, then,he identified the social with communication.
But sociological theory as a universal theory on“the social”has to be distinguished from
 
psychological theory. A psychological system cannot communicate with a psychologi-
cal system,nor can a human communicate with another human. Only communication
 
can communicate with communication. His theory,however,does not deny articulation
 
with the analysis of “the psychological”. He was eagerly engaged in theorizing the
 
relationship between a communication system and a psychological system. Further,he
 
paid attention to the living system behind the psychological system. The object of
 
sociology is society,communication. He thought it necessary to take both a psychologi-
cal and a living system into consideration when we deal with a society. His theoretical
 
focus has been on both“the social”and“the human”from the beginning of his academic
 
career. However, it is also true that his theory has been misunderstood to be anti-
human sociological theory. The reason for this misunderstanding is that he himself has
 
advocated anti-humanism and often insisted on the denial of anthropology. Now,we
 
come to find his theory to be an original approach in dealing with the relationship
 
between a society and a human being. He thinks that a human being is not a part of a
 
society.Although a society and a human are very closely related, a human is not an
 
element nor a part of a society. A human stands outside a society. A description of the
 
relationship between a human and a society is nothing but a description of a society. So,
the way of describing a society changes as a society changes.
The relationship between a human and a society drastically changes as a society
 
undergoes a structural transformation from a stratified society to a functionally differ-
entiated society. As a result of the functional differentiation of a society, specific
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functional systems such as economic,political and educational systems,appear. These
 
systems are mutually equal and decentralized. They coexist in a society. He does not
 
find any hierarchical relationship between these systems. He never admits a hierar-
chically structured society,where an economic system dominates a political system and
 
a political system controls an educational system. According to him,modern society is
 
heading towards decentralized society,which has no center,no periphery,no tops and no
 
bottoms. In such a modern society one’s family of orientation does not decide all his
(her)life. In other words,in a stratified society,a human is completely included into
 
it by his(her)descent. Society decides all the life courses of all persons. In a function-
ally differentiated society,the total inclusion of humans in a society is not possible.
We should say that by being excluded from a society,a human came to be able to exist
 
as a human not as a part of or as an element of a society. He(she)is no more a slave
 
of a society. A human who is totally excluded from a society,in turn,begins to think
 
how to relate himself(herself)to a society in order to realize his (her)own needs or
 
wants. Considering the negative implication of the term“exclusion”we may have to
 
examine the usage of the term a little. From society’s view, how to recruit suitable
 
persons becomes a very important problem. How to include a human in a society is the
 
very problem for any functionally differentiated society. Thus,exclusive individuality
 
or exclusive individualism seems to be an appearance of authentic individualism. It is
 
only in a functionally differentiated society that a social organization of a human for a
 
human is realized. A human can relate himself(herself)to a society according to his
(her)needs or wants because he(she)has been excluded from a society. On the other
 
hand any functional system needs and looks for a capable human according to its own
 
specific function. Exclusive individualism is not a theory that neglects any individual
 
person nor an abstract theory that deals with individuals who have no relation to a
 
society. In a sense,it is a realization of the very theme of“institutionalized individual-
ism”by Talcott Parsons. He insisted that social integration was indispensable in order
 
to realize the freedom of every individual. In exclusive individualism,every society is
 
judged by the criterion of how it is efficient for a human. In turn, every functional
 
system has to make great efforts to find an efficient human for its own function. For
 
example, universities need efficient scholars and scientists, and courts need capable
 
judges. His exclusive individualism goes further. Its focus comes to be on how to get
 
a capable human to a functionally differentiated system,and on a human who can endure
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complexity in a functionally differentiated society. It is also true that social needs for
 
such a human leads to creating a new image of humans. A society needs a human who
 
can satisfy the functional requisites of a specific differentiated system. And a human
 
can participate in a society because a society needs him(her). Then a human not only
 
can participate in a society by his(her)own capacity which the society needs,but can
 
also change the functional system according to his(her)own needs. Luhmann calls the
 
way of life of a human in this stage“need individualism”. Need individualism comes to
 
require a creation of the image of a human and the way of realizing it. It takes the
 
difference between the present identity and the ideal identity of a human into account.
Because a human has his (her)own needs for himself(herself),his(her)needs for the
 
functional systems go further. He (she) comes to ask to transform the functional
 
system in order to realize his (her)own needs. We have to be careful not to confuse
 
need individualism with egoism. Need individualism of a human affirms the need
 
individualism of others. Every need individualism is assumed to coexist with that of
 
other persons. We may say that Luhmann found out need individualism as the final
 
stage of modern individualism. Our modern society produced need individualism as one
 
of the most important values in our cultural heritage. It will continuously demand a
 
new form of existence of a society,which may lead to a transformation of our society.
Our sociological theme will include the structure and process of the social organization
 
which can satisfy the requests of need individualism.
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